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Cohen monster theses summary

Thesis I. The body of the monster is a cultural body (4) Thesis II. The monster always escapes (4) Thesis III. The monster is the harbinger of category crisis (6) Thesis IV. The monster lives at the Gates of Difference (7) Treatise V. Monster polices the limits of the possible (12) Treatise VI. Fear of the
Monster is really a kind of Desire (16) Treatise VII. The monster is at the threshold. . . of Becoming (20) Each culture will produce its own monsters and its own versions of monsters. The monstrous body is pure culture (4). The monsters are born as an embodiment of a certain cultural moment, a time, a
feeling, and a place. A monster will always change as culture changes, our fears and beliefs always change (4). The monster means something other than itself: it is a shift, it inhabits the gap between when it was created and it is received, to be born again (4). The anxiety that condenses like green
steam in the form of the vampire can spread temporarily, but the revenant by definition returns This is the disturbing feeling you get when your mind begins to wander and the sense of uncertainty when you think of your monster Monster must be examined within the intricate matrix of relationships (social,
cultural and literary-historical) that generates them This explains that monsters tie to the persona that we assign to them the undead returns in slightly different clothing , each time to be read against contemporary social movements or a specific, determining eventWith time ideals change, adapt to our
different interpretations of this monster Monster Theory must therefore concern themselves with strings of cultural moments, which are connected by a logic that always threatens to shift; strengthened by change and flight, by the impossibility of achieving what Susan Stewart calls the desired fall or death,
the halt of its gigantic subject of monstrous interpretations is as much process as revelation, a work that must settle for fragments of monster theory, concern for culture is a cultural moment that was connected with logic that always changes. Monsters always change in the culture, therefore, are always
escape. they call for a radical rethink of border and normality. The overly precise laws of nature that science has been presented are happily violated.  Monsters are externally incoherent bodies that resist attempts to include them in any systematic structure. They refuse simple categorization and defy the
laws of evolution. The power to avoid and undermine is hunted by the monsters blood. the monstrous offers an escape from its hermetic path, an invitation to explore new spirals, new and interconnected methods of perceiving the world. The monster always flees and returns to his residence on the
outskirts of the world. rebuke the border and fence The radical re-examination of border and normality. Monsters are described as systematic phenomena rather than objects or idea of how it is perceived. Monsters escape because it's hard to categorize. Disturbing hybrid Externally incoherent Resist
systematic structuring. Resists classification based on hierarchy or just binary opposition. Demands a system that sounds polyphony, mixed response (Distinction in sameness, repulsion in attraction). People who are different are seen as monsters. Differences tend to be political, cultural, racial ly
economic, sexual, do not fit the norm. People make up stories that will shape the different people into monsters. The monsters are a threat. Used to justify treating them differently. Going against what was considered the norm for culture was considered monstrous. This included sexual orientation, , race,
economic status and political preference.; this allowed action against these monsters, or not normal individuals to be justified. Represents an anterior culture that monstrously justifies its displacement or extermination by making the plot heroic (Cohen). Keeping people in a bubble and keeping them from
exploring the world to keep order. Stepping outside this official geography is to risk attack by some monstrous border patrol or (worse)to become monstrous himself (Cohen). The monster represents consequences of curiosity, desire or rebellion. (Dictated by the Creator of the Monster). The story of a
Monster discourages certain actions and behaviors dictated by the Monster's creators. The monster can act as a scare tactic to discourage individuals from going to certain places. Monster's can serve as an example of what's to come if you do/don't do a particular thing. Monster's can be a raw template



for defamation or humiliating certain individuals or groups to counter interconnection. A Monster can also be depicted as the enemy; any or one of the Monster's creators sees as minor, grotesque, or considered worthy of destruction. The fear of the Monster could be translated into desire because humans
are inherently curious creatures and are often attracted to taboo. The monster can be a method of escapism, to contemplate topics and situations they would not normally encounter due to either outside, or self-made limitations. The monster can symbolize what we see in ourselves, the simultaneous
admiration and disgust is a common struggle for some. (This simultaneous admiration and disgust can also be the attractive combination to sensationalize a Monster.) Monsters can also account for the anxieties we face and our inner turmoil over existential issues and morality. monster practice forbidden
concepts offer a way to escape via imagination people have a simultaneous reaction of disgust and attraction represents a projection of others The joy of being afraid uses rush/excitement to dress up as the demo on Halloween. it's something we don't get to take on often, at least socially people are able
to relate/vicariously a unit that takes different forms and one that expresses different identities the exploration via these monsters was exciting as opposed to the impressive environment the Church was creating(a few centuries ago) made taboo more accessible overall, monsters are slightly different and
it sparks the dark/curious side in us. represents the repressed memories of our childhood in the end, they challenge our perspective, what we find acceptable monsters requires that we question our tolerance of various expressions Our own fears never completely disappear just go too little then come back
stronger than before. Monsters bring context with their existence They live in the deepest, darkest parts of our senses monsters may be within They are our fears may be our own minds Monsteris linked to forbidden methods of normalizing Monster lures Evokees escapist fantasies, the linking of the
monster with the forbidden makes it more appealing Monster can act as an alter ego We know when we see horror movies, that jolt of horror is temporary, so we use it as a temporary escape The countries monsters live in are the realms of happy fantasy, horizons of liberation Monsters serve as
secondary bodies through which the possibilities of other sexes, other sexual practices, and other social mores can be explored Make a desirable monster accomplished by neutralization of potentially threatening aspects with a liberal dose of comedy Monsters are our children We can hide our monsters
deep in our mind , but they always back Monsters come back knowing more They ask us to re-evaluate our cultural assumptions about race, gender, sexuality, our perception of difference, our tolerance to its expression Thank you for your participation! When a horror story is written, the author often uses
a being and its actions throughout the story to indirectly portray a real anxieties in human life. Whether it would be exploiting zombies to portray someone as thoughtless, or a vampire to explain a particular disease, there must be a connection between the two. That's why a man named Jeffrey Cohen
came up with seven rules that most horror writers follow to connect their creature to a larger issue at hand. Cohen's, Monster Culture: Seven Avlater, describes many ways a monster can be compared to a present conflict and in many cases that monsterwould be a vampire as they've seen in Nosferatu,
or in the story Dracula.              In Cohen's first monster theory, Thesis I: The Monster's Body is a Cultural Body, he explains how monsters are used to represent a cultural issue at any given time. As well as well-known story Dracula, it has been retold countless times with each modified to fit the time
period during which it is told. For example, in the films Nosferatu, and Francis Coppola's Dracula, the vampires have different clothes, speak in a different way, and have different intentions and behavior. The reason for all these differences is so the monster can embody, a certain cultural movement
(Cohen, 4). In Nosferatu, Dracula represents the 1918 influenza pandemic that caused havoc worldwide. The director portrays this by the way Dracula leads to death to any region he passes on his way to the United States, just as the plague did as it continued to spread. Similarly, in the latest film of
Dracula, the vampire's part in the plot is to know others of the sexually transmitted disease HIV. Francis Coppola utilizes Dracula's ability to convert others into vampires as a way to explain how an affected person with HIV can transmit the disease through blood and once you're with the disease, there's
no way to get rid of it. Since Dracula is portrayed differently in each film, it shows how during each time period there was a certain question that the director/writer tried to present the readers with.              Another of Cohen's theories, Treatise IV: The Monster Dwells at the Gates of Difference is used in
another vampire film titled Let The Right I. Both Eli and Oskar suffer from being thrown out of society, not really knowing with whom to fit in. The creation of Eli allows the audience to compare both Oskar and Eli with each other and, although they are physically different, they are placed in similar
situations. Because of this comparison, the screenwriter illustrates Oskar as someone who wants to, destroy ing not only individual members, but the very cultural apparatus by which individuality is constituted and permissible because of how he is viewed and treated by his peers (Cohen, 12). That's why
when Eli pushes him to fight back he does so without regretting his actions and is seen more as a monster by others. The exemplification of Cohen's work can be seen throughout horror films and especially those exhibiting vampires. The bloodthirsty creatures have been used to depict things of the
unknown for which we have no plausible explanation. That's why Cohen's writing explains on the idea that monsters in every form of storytelling are used to represent something larger than the story itself. [1] [2] [3] Cohen, Jeffrey Jerome, Monster Theory: Reading Culture. U of Minnesota P, Dracula
1996. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola, American Zoetrope and Osiris Films, 1992. Nosferatu. Directed by F. W. Murnau, Film, 1922 1922
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